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A voice from Hellas, Greece. According to UNHCR about 50 million refugees are on the move
every day on our  globe.  This  is  most  likely  an understatement,  as this  figure doesn’t  take
into  account  what  takes  place  in  the  almost  hermetically  closed-off Central  Africa,  Congo,
Zaïre, where western corporations are exploiting for a pittance and with millions of slaves
precious metals, uranium, hydrocarbons and rare earths – and where millions have died
over the past ten years, by butcher regimes supported and armed by the west – and where
millions are on the run.

The  real  figure  of  refugees  on  the  run  is  easily  60  to  65  million;  forced  migrants  in
temporary camps, in transit to nowhere and under the most horrible human and abject
hygienic conditions, no running water, hardly any medical attention, sparse food if any. At
least a quarter of them originate in the Middle East.

And most, if  not all  of these tens of millions, are fleeing countries destroyed directly or by
proxy by the US empire and its European vassals. They try to escape as their homes have
been burned  to  the  ground,  their  families  in  many cases  decimated.  They  are  under
constant threat of being bombed, by the ISIS and sorts, all fully funded by Washington, the
EU, Turkey, the Saudis, Qatar – and militarily supported and trained by the CIA, Pentagon
and NATO. This is not new. It has been known for years. But known to whom? The truth does
still  not  penetrate  the  brain  of  most  people.  –  Why?  –  Because  the  west  is  totally
brainwashed with lies and distortions by its own corporate presstitute media.

I fully subscribe to Andre Vltchek’s  plea to the world – we must demand that at least public
places  like  airports,  railway  stations,  hotel  lobbies  switch  channels  from  the  bought
rightwing, CNNs and BBCs of this world –to TeleSUR, CCTV, PressTV, RT and other emerging
truth news channels. People must wake up. A growth swell of truth must engulf our western
society – if we have any chance to be salvaged from ourselves.

When people are confused and ask in desperation – how to stop this flow of refugees? – The
answer is simple:

stop the wars and conflicts, stop NATO; and for those who are NATO members like Greece
and Turkey – quit NATO! – Stop the eternal war machine; stop the western business of killing
– launch truth news against the propaganda lies, destroy them economically…

Yes you can! – boycott western economies. Join the peaceful  eastern economies – the
alliances of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) and the SCO (Shanghai
Cooperation Organization), consisting of Russia, China and most of the Central Asian States,
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as  well  as  the  EEU  (Eurasian  Economic  Union)  with  their  new  financial  development
institutions, the AIIB (the new Chinese-funded Asian Infrastructure and Investment Bank), as
well as the NDB (the BRICS’ New Development Bank).

Today TeleSUR reports that Javier Couso, a member of the European Parliament from the
Spanish United Left,  was threatened with death for admonishing the EU for slandering
Venezuela, for defending the truth about Venezuela! – At the same time it is reported that
Greece’s PM Tsipras, traitor not only of the Greek people, but of all of Europeans who strive
to be free, is poised to sell the elite of the so-called ‘creditors’ (sic) – the troika – 1,200 of
the  Greek  islands,  as  a  fraction  for  paying  off  illegal  debt!  –  Yes,  totally  illegal,  as  all
contracts concluded under duress and corruption, as is the case with almost all of Greek’s
debt – are void, null, illegal; and would be declared as such by any just international Court of
Justice – if  there is still  something left  like a just  court of justice – that has not been
corrupted by the west, or worse, whose judges are not yet coerced and threatened with
their life if they deviate from the western norms and wants, irrespective of whether the law
would stand behind them.

Dear Reader, this is as far as we have fallen since the ascent of neoliberalism in the last
twenty-some years.  No ethics,  no moral,  no law,  just  coercion for  greed and ultimate
hegemony – enslavement of the people while and after they are lulled and dulled with lies
24/7.

Dear Reader, dear Citizen of this World, dear Souls, Friends, Comrades – wake up! Wake up
for your own sake, but also for the sake of solidarity and for the salvation of our planet, of
our humanity!  –  There must be something badly wrong,  if  an EU parliamentarian who
defends and proclaims the truth about a socialist country, Venezuela, which is denigrated,
slandered and lied upon by the very European Commission, for propaganda and defeat –
and the looting of its resources – if a representative of their own is threatened to death for
telling the truth!

Friends – of this globe – there is something terribly wrong, if Greece, a member and brother
of  the  very  European  Union,  is  forced  to  sell  off  its  pristine  islands  to  robbers,  thieves,
murderers, represented by entire governments and an assembly of governments called the
EU! – Can you imagine! Selling your islands! – selling part of your country to settle illegal
debt? – People, please wake up. Stop these crimes. NOW. – How? – By taking to the streets,
by disobedience, by unlimited strikes, by staying home instead of going to work, by no more
traveling, flying, no more consuming. Do whatever it takes to suffocate this killing system. –
You are not lost. There is the East with another mindset, with peace and equality as an
objective, with an alternative economic scheme, not based on destruction and dominance.

All the southern European countries that are being lynched to death by the world’s most
horrendously deadly financial  guns – the Zionist-run Wall  Street and European banksters –
would be more than welcome in this alliance that comprises more than 50% of the world
population and controls more than one third of the globe’s economic output. Why accept the
Washington-EU  dictated  financial  waterboarding  of  the  west?  Economic  terror  –  outright
economic  fascism?  –  Nobody  needs  the  west.  It’s  an  obsolete  sinking  ship.

People don’t know it. They are confused when they are told that the refugees – the endless
and  steadily  growing  flood  of  refugees  –  are  the  direct  result  of  western  destructive
interventions in these peoples’ home countries – destroying not only their families, homes
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and employment – but also their hope for a decent life – their sense of living – not even
living well, god forbid, just living a decent life, with food on the table, medical care and free
education for their children; they had lives with rich cultures before the western killing
machine destroyed their livelihoods for greed and hegemony. That’s what the West doesn’t
know, because no presstitute media talks about it.

Greece  is  perhaps  number  one  in  receiving  involuntary  migrants,  so  called  paperless
refugees. At best (or worst) Greece and Italy compete for number one. But hardly anybody
talks or writes about Greek refugees. – Why? – Because the western media, prostitutes to
the western powers,  cannot  on the one hand help  to  financially  strangle  Greece to  death,
while also admitting that Greece, despite all its own misery still is a country with a sense of
solidarity receiving thousands of refugees every day- so-called illegal immigrants, coming
from countries illegally destroyed by the very west, mostly northern EU nations, Germany,
France, UK, Netherlands, Belgium – the most vicious allies of Washington that refuses the
most minimal shelter to those plundered and deprived souls, deprived by the west’s fascist
war economies.

Greece and the refugees –most of them come from Turkey; many through Bodrum to the
Greek Islands of Kos, Lesbos and Samos. Turkey is a hub – a sad hub – for about 2 million
refugees, most of them, from Syria. Turkey has spent about 6 billion dollars for building and
maintaining  refugee  camps.  But,  at  the  same  time  Turkey  is  in  full  connivance  with
Washington and the Saudis in funding the Jihadists, ISIS and whatever other pseudonyms
they are given – to destroy Syria – to cause the flood of misery. Turkey is a shame.

Kos island hosts some 500-700 paperless migrants, in transit – in transit to where? – Some
to Athens to refugee camps, some dream of going to Germany, France, Italy – they have no
clue how unwelcome they are in those countries that helped destroy their homelands. In
Kos, some 500 refugees from Syria, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Sudan – live
in an abandoned hotel “Captain Elias”. It is the epitome of misery; lack of hygiene, food,
medical services – some volunteers come three times a week to help them clean the place,
distribute food – a medical doctor shows up maybe once a week. The Greeks do what they
can with their strangled economy.

Yesterday morning a little Iraqi boy of three years, let’s call him Tariq, has been found in a
park in Kos, with his father. The boy has cancer – what doctors diagnose may be ‘terminal’.
With the help of volunteer, Georgia, the boy was immediately delivered to the only local
public hospital, where adequate treatment for his case cannot be obtained.  If there is the
slightest chance to save him, he will be airlifted to a northern European city, where all will
be done to save him. Georgia and her friend Hara are accompanying this boy with all their
heart and attention. May this be a sign of solidarity – a cry to open the eyes of Europe, that
there is more to our human civilization than war, greed and destruction. There is a little
human life to be saved – a symbol of our own fragile lives.

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a former World Bank staff
and worked extensively around the world in the fields of environment and water resources.
He writes regularly for Global Research, ICH, RT, Sputnik News, TeleSur, The Vineyard of The
Saker Blog, and other internet sites. He is the author of Implosion – An Economic Thriller
about War, Environmental Destruction and Corporate Greed – fiction based on facts and on
30 years of World Bank experience around the globe. He is also a co-author of The World
Order and Revolution! – Essays from the Resistance.
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